The word is getting around about the newest exhibit at the Lloyd! With Spring Break coming up, this is a great destination for kids, too. And, our bird-related events begin next week. Stay tuned for more exciting news as we soar into spring.

**Lloyd Featured on WVXU's *Cincinnati Edition***

Join WVXU's *Cincinnati Edition* host Lucy May, Lloyd Executive Director Patricia Van Skaik and Cincinnati Museum Center Curator of Zoology Heather Farrington for a conversation about our newest exhibit *On the Wing: An Illustrated Chapter on Birds*. Get the fascinating details behind the books and taxidermy specimens featured in this multifaceted exhibition. To learn more about *On the Wing*, click here.

**Every Yard Counts: Making Your Backyard Bird-Friendly**

When: Thursday, March 24, 7-8 p.m.
Where: Virtual Lecture
Registration required

Despite global conservation efforts and successes, many bird species have continued to decline over the past century. Matthew Shumar, Program Coordinator of the Ohio Bird Conservation Initiative, shares how to make your yard and home bird-friendly and support populations of migratory birds. Find more information and register here.
Live Look at *On the Wing* Exhibit

Kathrine Nero of the *Cincinnati Enquirer* paid a visit to the Lloyd as part of her Facebook Live “Coffee Break” with a look at our new exhibition. Executive Director Patricia Van Skaik provides a guided tour with insights behind some of the special books that make this exhibit one of a kind. Check out the on-location video [here](#) and share it with friends.

Spring Break? Visit the Lloyd!

Don’t let the kids’ Spring Break go by without a visit to the Lloyd. The *On the Wing* exhibition brings together history, science, nature and art in a fascinating experience for all ages, including taxidermy specimens. Often confused with the pileated woodpecker, the ivory-billed woodpecker (pictured here) is considered extinct with the last confirmed sighting in 1987. For more information about your visit, click [here](#).

New Issue of *Lloydiana* Hot off the Press

The latest issue of our full-color magazine *Lloydiana* is here! Features include an interview with a bird bander, an in-depth look at the world travels of Curtis Gates Lloyd, our building renovation updates, and a preview of upcoming exhibits. Cover image pictured here is from H.G. and H.B. Adams’ 1874 book, *The Smaller British Birds*. Stop in today to pick up your copy, or better yet, enjoy a subscription to *Lloydiana* as a benefit at all levels of membership.
Come visit--the Lloyd will be open this Saturday, March 19
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Stay Connected

Support the Lloyd through a Membership or Donation